Dr. Harimohan Pillai
How to inculcate Skills in Architectural Pedagogy- Theory and studio subjects

Ar. Shirish Sukhatme
Skills of designing and overcoming impediments and obstacles, which interfere in actual decision-making process of selection of geometries shapes, sizes, spaces and other aesthetic oriented parameters.

Prof. Jay Thakkar
Role of Crafts in Redefining Design Studio Pedagogy

Ar. Shripad Bhalariao
Moving from Crafts towards generation through Computational Design (for Sem I to V)

Er. Bhushan Save, Kualalanpur
BIM for Architecture

Prof. Neeraj Gupta
Identifying gaps between practical and theoretical knowledge and inculcating it in the pedagogy for the technical subjects like construction technology. (based on Learning outcomes)

Ar. Fatema Kabeer
Reading Skills

Dr. Deepali Raheja
Transactional Analysis – A personality development tool / How to be yourself